Job Aids

Yeoman Customer Service Standards

YN Customer Service Standards
Step Action Table
PURPOSE of this
Job Aid

To assist each YN in providing exceptional customer service

WHO should use
this Job Aid

Any Yeoman or Coast Guard member who needs a reminder on
how to provide exceptional customer service

WHEN to use this
Job Aid

When initially learning the task, or at any time when you want to
ensure you are performing the task up to standards

Step
1

Action
Greeting the customer
DO

DON’T

Initiate proper greeting

Wait for the customer to speak first

Inquire, “How can I help
you?”

Wait for the customer to explain their issue

Speak clearly and
pleasantly

Mumble a canned response; be short or curt

SALUTATION: Greet the customer as they walk in your office with proper
military protocol and a clear and pleasant voice.
2

Working towards a resolution
DO

DON’T

Listen attentively as the
problem is explained.

Interrupt the customer and assume what they are
going to say.

Paraphrase their
problem

Assume you know what they want

Understand the
customer’s point of view

Underestimate their potential concern and stress
due to the problem

INQUIRE: Ask the customer how you can assist them
Continued on the next page
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Step Action Table, Continued

Step
3

Action
Working towards a resolution (cont).
DO
Keep customer’s business
as your primary focus
Complete any missing
information or explain extra
steps needed to fix their
problem

DON’T
Chat with other people, loot at your personal
phone, or conduct chat on your computer

Simply inform the customer that you cannot
help them. Making it their problem

MEANINGFUL: Say something to make your interaction personal; use their name
and rank, respond to their small talk. After providing the assistance the customer
requested, ensure there is nothing more you can do for them and end the
encounter by telling them to “Have a good day.”
PARAPHRASE: Echo back their concern so you can ensure you understand
what they need. Ask yourself if there is anything else that may be affected.
LISTEN: Allow the customer to fully explain their situation without interrupting
them. Keep your focus on your customer; do not talk with others, look at your
phone, use instant message, etc.

Continued on the next page
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Step
4

Action
Concluding the interaction
DO

DON’T

Inquire whether they need
additional help

Dismiss the customer by starting to help
another

Verbally respond to any
comments initiated by the
customer (small talk, etc.)

Let their comments go unnoticed

Provide references for any
answers

Let them leave wondering if your information
is correct

Close with “If there is
nothing else, have a nice
day and let me know if you
have any questions.”

Allow them to leave without a final comment

If their issue isn’t resolved,
give them a time for
completion and/or a followup

Let them leave wondering with the issue will
be fixed or when they should follow up.

EXPECTATIONS: Provide a detailed explanation to the customer on how you will
provide service. Give references to support your answers. Give timelines for
responses, resolutions, and/or follow-up.
Providing good customer service is S. I. M. P. L. E.
Salutation
Inquire
Meaningful
Paraphrase
Listen
Expectations
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